
The Catalan bourgeoisie has always been in the sun that heats the
most

The writer dismantles in The writer dismantles in Catalan privilegeCatalan privilege the victimist discourse of the victimist discourse of
"Spain steals us"Spain steals us " "

For Jesús Laínz (Santander, 1965), theFor Jesús Laínz (Santander, 1965), the
discourse of "Spain robs us" is nothingdiscourse of "Spain robs us" is nothing
more than the last step of the Catalanmore than the last step of the Catalan
independence movement, given the heatindependence movement, given the heat

of the economic crisis, a�ter "decades poisoning with historical questions such as 1714 orof the economic crisis, a�ter "decades poisoning with historical questions such as 1714 or
Casanova". Casanova". 
 
A training lawyer and writer in numerous media, Laínz wanted to turn over the separatist theses inA training lawyer and writer in numerous media, Laínz wanted to turn over the separatist theses in
The Catalan PrivilegeThe Catalan Privilege (Ed. Encuentro) (Ed. Encuentro) , where he reviews how the last 300 years of business of the , where he reviews how the last 300 years of business of the
Catalan bourgeoisie have been. Catalan bourgeoisie have been. "Spain not only does not rob us, but also pays us," he says. "Spain not only does not rob us, but also pays us," he says. "I have"I have
looked back and put the limit on the arrival of the Bourbons, in Felipe V, the great coconut of thelooked back and put the limit on the arrival of the Bourbons, in Felipe V, the great coconut of the
Catalans, when they say they lose their independence. Catalans, when they say they lose their independence. Just with Felipe V begins the CatalanJust with Felipe V begins the Catalan
privilege ".privilege ".
 

What is the Catalan privilege?What is the Catalan privilege?
 
In the protectionist policy, in li�ting tari�f barriers. That is, when you want a Spanish product to be
sold, you set up tari�f barriers to restrict the foreign product with taxes. In the eighteenth,
nineteenth and much of the twentieth centuries, until entering the EU, Spain was a very
protectionist country, more than others. Being industrially weaker, he had to protect his products.
Catalonia was fundamentally a textile power, and it continues to be so today. But the main power
was England, so Felipe V put tari�fs not to sink the textile, among other businesses. The Catalan
textile industry survived not only because of its merits, but also because the State protected it.
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Felipe V ordered that the clothes of the
military, hundreds of thousands of uniforms,
be bought from the Catalan textile. Of course,
protectionism was not only for the Catalan
industry, but for the entire Spanish economy.
But 94 percent of the textile was Catalan, and
it survived because for 300 years all the
governments, including Franco, protected the
Catalan industry.
 
What role did the Catalan bourgeoisie play?What role did the Catalan bourgeoisie play?
 
Throughout the nineteenth century the
privileged region was mostly Catalonia. In
particular the Catalan employers, who most

wanted to continue having the Spanish market and colonial captive. Cubans were not allowed free
trade with the United States. to favor the Catalan industry, for example in the case of co�fee bags.
Those who most opposed the political and economic autonomy of the Cubans were the Catalans;
they bene�ted from the captivity of the national, Cuban and Filipino markets. Far from being the
water that drowns them, Spain is the pool in which they swim. If they had not been part of Spain,
they would not have enriched themselves with protectionism, with a captive market and with
slavery ... The last country to abolish slavery in the colonies was Spain, and the main slave and
abolitionist center was Catalonia. 
 
When did the bourgeoisie betray?When did the bourgeoisie betray?
 
When Cuba falls. In 1901, the Catalans asked Sagasta for autonomy for Catalonia. The president
told them: "You are the ones who have opposed most to autonomy for Cuba. If Cuba has been lost,
it has been largely due to the privilege enjoyed by Catalonia. " The fundamental betrayal of the
Catalan bourgeoisie was its change of discourse: while Cuba was a business, they opposed Cuba's
autonomy more than anyone else. More than the Spanish Government. However, when Cuba is
lost, the manufacturers give way to separatism. Here it is shown that money has no homeland.
While Spain was a business, they were the most Spanish, the most patriotic, the most
warmongering ...
 
When did Spain stop being a business?When did Spain stop being a business?
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In '98, because the colonies are lost. Then Spain remained its captive market, but it was only the
peninsula. In Cuba they lost their plantations, their cigars, their rice, their sugar ... The
tremendous crisis of colonial loss was one of the causes for which separatism began. That's when
they listened to the separatists, who until then were a few.
 
He says that the Catalan privilege remained in the twentieth centuryHe says that the Catalan privilege remained in the twentieth century
 
The Catalan bourgeoisie was the main support of Primo de Rivera to protect them against
anarchist terrorism. They wanted the Army to arrive there and put order, because they were
against the industrialists. Cambó, leader of the Regionalist League, the right-wing Catalanist
party, supported the dictator. In 36 the same thing happened. When the Marxist revolution
knocked on his door, the Lliga, the CiU of a hundred years ago, lined up with Franco: Cambó put his
fortune at Franco's feet. The commanders and deputies and senators and even ministers who were
separatists joined the Falange, �nancially supported Franco and were mayors of the Falange,
ministers and ambassadors. Many of them later in '77 went to CiU and remained mayors. The
Catalan bourgeoisie was always in the hottest sun; �rst with Cuba,
 
Why is the sun that warms now the independence movement?Why is the sun that warms now the independence movement?
 
For the "Spain robs us", which is a lie: the community that pays the most and receives the least is
Madrid, then the Balearic Islands and then Catalonia. But it is not a matter of territory. You pay for
what you earn, not for being from Madrid or Burgos, for the IRPF. If the Catalans are richer than
the Extremaduran, each one of the Catalans pays more, but the Catalan plumber pays less than
the Extremaduran businessman. But beware, even companies owned by separatists, at the time
they have seen the chaos of October, have brought the money to Madrid. As in the 1920s, �rst with
General Martínez Anido and the law of leaks to end the anarchists and then on the 23rd, �nancing
Primo de Rivera. When things go bad, they remember Mama Spain again. Now the same thing
has happened: on one side was the patriotic ardor,
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